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Texas Sheriffs, Jails on Immigration Front Line 

Photo by Martin do Nascimento 

The badge of Captain Jaime Magana in Webb County Jail in Laredo, TX, on Nov. 5, 2015. Photo by Martin do 

Nascimento 

~ j BORDERING ON 
~ INSECURITY 

The Texas Tribune is taking a yearlong look at the issues of border security and immigration, reporting on the 

reality and rhetoric around these topics. Sign uo to get story alerts. *Correction appended With a $6 billion 

budget and more than 20,000 employees, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement stands poised to seize 

and deport immigrants- undocumented or not- who commit serious crimes in the United States. 

Provided someone else catches them. 

The behemoth agency at the center of the nation's immigration enforcement efforts has no proactive way -

watch lists, data mining or the like- to systematically search for dangerous undocumented immigrants, 

including those who have returned to the United States after being deported for committing crimes. 

Instead, if an immigrant criminal is caught and thrown out of the country, the process most likely begins when a 

local police officer or sheriff's deputy pulls them over for a traffic stop or arrests them as part of a criminal 

investigation. 

The success of federal deportation policy in Texas and nationwide depends for the most part on a heads up 

from county sheriffs. They run the jails where people are taken when arrested and where the culling of criminal 

immigrants begins. 

Being at the bottom of the enforcement pyramid places tremendous pressure on them -political, legal and 

otherwise- sheriffs say, and with federal policy increasingly targeting serious, repeat criminal offenders, their 

role in the process has grown. 

"When some of these sheriffs talk about bringing in an undocumented, it may be one a month," said Dallas 

County Sheriff Lupe valdez. "With us, it's several a day." 
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The legal tool federal authorities use to take custody of immigrants they want is the detainer. Around in some 

form or fashion since the 1950s, detainers are notices sent to jails asking them to hold on to an immigrant once 

local authorities are done with them so federal agents can come by and get them. 

In its latest incarnation, the detainer is reserved for the most serious convicted immigrant criminals. This new, 

narrower restriction, imposed in November 2014, has caused the number of detainers to drop. As of October 

2015, the latest monthly figure available, 7.117 detainers were issued. That's down from an all-time monthly 

high of 27,755 in August 2011 , according to voluminous Freedom of Information Act requests made by 

the Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse at Syracuse University. 

Texas is central to the federal agency's deportation efforts. Nationwide, only eight jails received more than 

1,000 detainer requests in the last year, according to clearinghouse data. Four were in Texas- Harris, Travis, 

Dallas and Hidalgo counties. 

A report last year on the federal agency's enforcement operations shows it plucked 139,368 people from the 

nation's jails and prisons during the fiscal year ending Sept. 30, 2015. That accounted for about 59 percent of 

the total number of people ICE removed from the country that year for a variety of reasons. 

Many came from Texas, screened out of state prisons or found among the approximately 71 ,000 people who 

are booked into local Texas jails each month, according to the Texas Department of Public Safety. On average, 

3, 724 undocumented immigrants were detained in Texas jails each month in 2015, according to a Texas 

Tribune analysis of immigration detainer reports from the Texas Commission on Jail Standards. 

Between December 2012 and October 2015, undocumented immigrants who sat in Texas county jails cost 

taxpayers a total of $210.6 million, according to reports filed with the Texas Commission on Jail Standards that 

were released to The Texas Tribune. 

In 2015, the federal government provided about $12 million to Texas to care for incarcerated undocumented 

immigrants. Most of that- more than $8 million - went to the Texas prison system, not jails. 

Yet for all the statistics, no federal, state or local agency can claim it has a handle on the number of "criminal 

aliens" - the government's term for foreigners who commit crimes in the U.S. -who are currently in the 

country, how many crimes they are responsible for and what share the system catches. 

Local options 

In Harris, the state's most populous county, 135,000 inmates each year come through the jailhouse doors. It 

and the city of Carrollton are the only two Texas jurisdictions that contract with the federal government to have 

immigration agents stationed at its jail helping pinpoint criminal immigrants. Nine federal officers and nine Harris 

County deputies schooled in federal procedures comb booking documents and interview inmates suspected of 

being in the country illegally. 
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Aguarc insice fle Webb County Jail in Lareco, lX, or Nov. 5, 2015. 

By con1rut. In Brewster County, the state'sgeographlcellylaraeat- as In, bl~~t~~r than some ItaiM-thngs 

wortt a bit dltferenlly. About 9,200 people live In the VVett Texas county, and Ill Jail In Alpine hill no o1Tidal polley 

for handing undocumentad Immigrants. 

How does It et11ve to alert federal aulhorhles when a crlmlnallmmlarant Is a1T81118d? 'We've got a llgn on the 

wall," jal administrator Lora ,.,..sabaum told the TriM.me, refermg to a 1om ICE ~ler taped on a jail wall that llsbl 

the agency's phone run bar. 

County jails may bathe front Ina of e!forta to keep undocumantad Immigrants who commit lllll'loua crhae fnlm 

slipping through the aac:ka, but the state ofTexas has no uniform method of going about that task, or 

measuring the scope of the prablam. 

To gain a battar picture of crimea commitlad by undocumented in migrants and h-counties handla them, the 

Tllluna aabd for booking data and Immigration proDadure polclea from 26 TelCIUI CCIU'Itlee, Including the 

alatB'a 10 most populous. 

Almost none would provide H. Some, like Montgomery and Prellidio countiss, inlli&ted that providing booking 

information, including an inmate'a dale of birth, violated the inmate'8 ~ht to ptivacy. Hanil County claimed that 

reiBMing a list of MnCitlzllns was essenllllly creating new lnformauon - something the TBXII& Public 

lnformatian ld. does not require a governmental body to do. 

SOme counties argued that that federal law eped11caly prohibits releasing lnfortnaUon about Immigrants. 

At!Dmey General Kon Fayton's oftlce upheld moat of the countlaa' arguments, aeylng atate open recordllawa 

don't ClOmpel release of the lnfonnallon. 

The Dallal County Sherlll's Olllce want a atep further and lnalsted that ~~~ 1'8Cl0rda are court 1'8Cl0rda and, 

as such, are not subJect to the atata'B open recorda law. The atiDmey general's olllce agreed, blocking their 

rei-. 

Flva countlea responded to the Trtbl.ll8'8 requaet for booking data: BrawiiiBr, Nueces. Fort Band, Travis and 

T111111nl Of tholl8, only Travis responded wtth enough datallad Information to analyze. 

"We don't want to be In a posiiDn Miera somebody loaaa their life bacauae of aomethlng- didn't do that was 

l't rrnw , , l~fiiiiPIII!II•I ... .-""'mm¥Arfiw.,lhi C3
M 
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legal for us to do." 

- Maj. Wes Priddy, chief administrator for Travis County jails 

The numbers show that Travis County booked about 20,000 inmates with federal immigration detainers 

between 2008 and 2015, facing charges that were roughly evenly divided between felonies and misdemeanors. 

More than 7,000 of those inmates faced drunk driving charges, the most common charge by far. That was 

followed by family violence-related assault charges, which about 1,900 inmates faced. An estimated 2,400 of 

the total inmates were repeat offenders. 

Maj. Wes Priddy, chief administrator for Travis County jails, said local law enforcement's primary concern was 

public safety, not investigating immigration status. But he said that part of keeping dangerous people off the 

streets involved close cooperation with federal authorities. 

"We don't want to be in a position where somebody loses their life because of something we didn't do that was 

legal for us to do," Priddy said. 

After arresting someone, the Department of Public Safety, county sheriffs, and even the Texas Department of 

Criminal Justice -the nation's largest prison system - all have to rely on the federal government to inform 

them who is in the United States illegally. 

"What our obligation is, is to provide ICE with the population information," said Tarrant County Sheriff Dee 

Anderson. "They go through it. They determine who they're going to put a hold on and who they're not, and our 

people don't really have a way to further investigate are they truly here legally or not." 

That typically happens during the booking process, when a suspect's fingerprints are sent to the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation, a procedure used for every new inmate. If the fingerprints match a profile in the federal 

database of non-U.S. citizens with previous criminal histories, ICE can decide to ask for a detainer. Texas jail 

officers do ask arrestees to name their country of birth as a part of the booking process, but an arrested 

immigrant's answer is written down without being verified. 

The same holds true for inmates in Texas prison. As of Nov. 30, 2015, three-fourths of the 9,135 inmates in the 

Texas prison system with ICE detainers were in the United States illegally. The remainder include those serving 

time for crimes who had legal immigration status. 

"Ultimately, ICE will make the determination whether that person is in country illegally," said Texas prisons 

spokesman Jason Clark. In 2010, the agency began asking for ICE help verifying those among the system's 

148,000 inmates who were illegally in the country. 

But the federal tracking system of verifying what law enforcement refers to as "criminal aliens" is less than 

precise. It relies on someone's fingerprints being in the system because they have been arrested before. If an 

undocumented immigrant has never encountered law enforcement, the federal tracking system might not notice 

their first arrest. 

Jumbled numbers 

There is no definitive data showing that undocumented immigrants commit crimes at a higher rate than the 
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Tha Pew ~rch Center estimates undocumented immigrants comprisa about seven percent of tha TIDIIII 

population. On IMirag&, 3,724 undoc:umentad inmigrantswera datailed in Texas jails each month in 2016, 

aceording to a Texas Tribuna analysis of immigration delainar nlpOI13 from the Te:xas Commiaion on Jail 

standard&. 

Of the 148,000 inmates hWI in 100 Texas prison unils, about 9,135 inmates haw fada.-.1 dalainars uking that 

they be handed to fecleral o!llclalaMien thet sentences are c:omplele. Not all were In the country llletally Mien 

arrested. Those that 'M!Ie legal account for about 4.8 percent or the prllon population. 

Nationwide, almost 60 percent of lmmlgranta-.!lo are depolted had some prevlou. criminal chal'fN, according 

tQ 2015 numbers fnlm ICE. 

photo by: Martin do Nascimento 

A group of undocumented Mexican nationals who were c:onvieted of cnnes in the U.S. entar Mexico at the US

Mexico border CICSIJing at Brown~Matam0101aftar being daporl&d from the Unitad statu on Nov 4, 2015. 
The Pew center, relying on 2012 u.s. Col\8ua numbef8, 881in1ated that TeJCU llu 1. 7 milion undocumeflted 

immigrantl, rankine eacond in the nation. Whet portion of that 1.7 milion is raeponeible for ctimee i8 a touaher 

CIIIIC4liUS. 

Eatimetee from the TeX88 Department of PubliC se~. whidl getathe information from jails, are coneideted 

I~ rate beceuse there's no uniform requnment to verify dllzenshlp durlna the jail booking pra c 1 s 1. 

In 2014, then-Gov. B!cls Ptn:y waa alllc:lzed for relying on DPS' llrat attempts to calculate thelmpect ~ ettmes 

committed by lmml{p'anta. That year, Peny repeated the depertmenl's claim that "criminal allen.- had 

committed more t"-'642,000 crimea In T8lf8e alnce 2008. It waa !&tor !JM!Biad that"ettmlnal aliena" referred to 

all foreign-born Immigrants In Texaa, notjuat thoee In the state lleg~ and the •ettmu• countld Included 

chargaa, not convlcllona, eoma dallng bade decades. 

Ona year later, CPS triad to clarify tha numbers, but IMIII director Stave McCraw, 11pp1181Wlg before the Texas 

House Commlttaa on State Affairs In Dacamber, Iliad to ~oft~' axpeclallons about the "criminal allan atatlatlc" hla 

agency faatured on ita -baila, 

"lt'a an underc:ount,• McCraw teatified on Dec 10. "Wa acknowladga it -uy undercounta tha amount, bu1 it 

l't rrnw , , l~fiiiiPIII!II•I ... .-""'mm¥Arfiw.,lhi CSM 
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does accurately count the ones who are in fact here and the ones who have committed crimes." 

The DPS statistics continue to confuse both the public and lawmakers. 

ICE officials consider a foreign national- here legally or otherwise- a "criminal alien" if they've been 

convicted of a crime. DPS broadens the definition to include foreign nationals who have only been arrested. 

"Criminal alien is a foreign national with a criminal record," explained DPS Assistant Director Skylor Hearn, who 

oversees the agency's law enforcement support division, which includes the state's crime records. "There was 

probable cause to arrest them for something, and it would apply to the rest of us as well, generally speaking. If 

you've been arrested, you have a criminal record; you are not a criminal, but you have a criminal record." 

By DPS's count, 177,060 foreign-born individuals were charged with crimes from 2011 through Jan. 31. That's a 

much larger number than those foreign nationals actually convicted during the same time frame in Texas: 

84,182 non-U.S. citizens. Of those, 58,128 were determined to be in the United States unlawfully. 

State Rep. Cesar Blanco, D-El Paso, says the DPS numbers on "criminal aliens" are artificially pumped up by 

counting the number of criminal charges filed against undocumented immigrants instead of actual convictions. 

Charges are routinely dismissed for lack of evidence or other reasons, he noted. 

But by hyping the number of charges, the agency bolsters the argument for more border security money. Last 

year, the Texas Legislature approved an additional $800 million for border security. 

"When crime rates were higher in this state, did the legislature move this much money?" Blanco asked. 

Adding to the mathematical murkiness, immigration status can be fluid. A foreign-born Texas jail inmate could 

be legally in the country at the time of one arrest but have an expired visa by the next arrest and be 

undocumented the second time around, further bedeviling Texas' attempts at measuring unauthorized 

immigrants' impact on the state's criminal justice system.Attempts by DPS to connect criminal aliens to their 

crimes also fall short. 

The agency's data, obtained by the Tribune, shows that 177,060 non-U.S. citizens arrested from 2011 through 

Jan. 31 were charged with 252,083 offenses during that time. This is less than what DPS reports on its own 

website because the agency counts crimes committed over a U.S. citizen's lifetime, outside the five-year span. 

DPS officials insist that its criminal alien counts, based on federal immigration data, are not an attempt to 

construe that foreign-born criminals are a greater threat than U.S. citizens. 

"The department has not made that statement and does not have information to support that statement," DPS 

spokeswoman Summer Blackwell said in a statement. "The Department of Public Safety believes any individual 

who has committed a violent crime or is party to criminal activities- no matter their citizenship status or 

country of origin -Is considered a potential threat to public safety and the security of Texas." 

Just say no 

Even when federal immigration authorities decide they want to take immigrants from the state criminal justice 

system into custody, there can be obstacles. 
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Federal records obtained by the Tribune show that in more than 18,000 cases over the past two years, local 

jails across the country failed to hand over deportable immigrants to federal authorities. Jurisdictions in many 

states, including Pennsylvania, California and Colorado, have become reluctant to honor the detainers after 

facing a series of lawsuits from inmates challenging the constitutional legitimacy of the extended detention. 

Further information about the outcomes in cases where local officials declined to detain someone -whether 

those inmates, many with previous criminal histories, had been released to the public- proved difficult to come 

by, even in Texas, where there were only 146 such cases. 

Of the 11 state jails contacted by the Tribune, only one could provide definitive answers about what had 

happened with declined detainers in its jurisdiction. 

In Collin County north of Dallas, where agency records show two declined detainers, one for an inmate with a 

criminal history, a spokesman for the sheriff's office said it "would literally be too manpower-intensive and 

potentially impossible to locate the reasons they were released." 

The Texas county with the most declined detainers- Travis, which had 72 instances, including 33 on inmates 

with a prior criminal history- referred all questions about the records to the federal government. 

"I do not know how ICE came up with those numbers and we do not keep stats for ICE," Travis County Sheriff's 

office spokesman Roger Wade said in an email. "You will have to ask ICE how they arrived at those numbers 

and what their definition is of declining detainers." 

The federal agency itself could not verify further details about the cases. An ICE official, who lacked 

authorization to comment and thus spoke on condition of anonymity, said a small number of the cases could be 

a result of administrative errors at the federal or local level. 

But beyond that, the official said it would be "resource-prohibitive· to determine what exactly happened in the 

individual circumstances. 

Step away from the direct cost to jails to house undocumented immigrants- and the troubling lack of 

standardized record keeping - and there's the added pressure of keeping up with the federal government's 

ever-shifting parameters of who in local jails is eligible for deportation. 

On Nov. 20. 2014, ICE's parent, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, discontinued a policy known as 

Secure Communities in favor of a new plan called the Priority Enforcement Program. Secure Communities

which targeted anyone in the United States illegally - had faced fierce pushback from local officials across the 

country who feared legal liability under the program. 

With the new program, the federal agency decided to focus its deportation efforts on undocumented immigrants 

who committed the most serious crimes. 

In congressional testimony and internal documents detailing the new policy's implementation, ICE officials have 

stressed the importance of local cooperation. A2015 memo from the federal immigration agency describes 

"expansive efforts to encourage state and local law enforcement partners" to collaborate with the agency. 

httpsJ!www.texastribune.org201&'02116/sheriffs-jai ls-i mmigralion-front-1 inel 
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The program was developed to "bring back on board those state and local jurisdictions that had concerns with, 

or legal obstacles to, assisting us," said ICE Director Sarah Saldana in July testimony before a congressional 

committee. 

But the federal agency has opposed requiring local authorities to honor immigration detainers. Homeland 

Security Secretary Jeh Johnson told members of the House Judiciary Committee in July that it would a "huge 

setback· to mandate compliance with immigration policy. 

"I do not believe that mandating through federal legislation the conduct of sheriffs and police chiefs is the way to 

go," he said. "I think it will be hugely controversial. I think it will have problems with the Constitution. I want to 

see us work cooperatively with state and local law enforcement, and I believe they are poised to do that." 

The voluntary guidelines from federal authorities can leave local officials in a politically precarious position -

often, no matter what decision they make will land them in hot water. 

Jurisdictions in Democratically controlled urban areas face intense pressure from activists critical of federal 

immigration policy to cease any cooperation with ICE. 

"Our ideal situation would be for there to be no ICE collaboration whatsoever," said Carolina Canizales, the San 

Antonio-based deportation defense director of United We Dream, a national immigrant rights organization, 

which regularly stages protests at jails in the state, in an October interview. "I think they shouldn't condemn 

thousands of undocumented immigrants for one crime that has been committed." 

At the same time, state lawmakers are on the watch for any sign that county sheriffs are failing to hold 

unauthorized immigrants singled out by ICE for deportation until federal ICE officers can pick them up and 

return them to their home country. 

Take the case of Dallas County Sheriff Valdez, who throughout her time in office has most often found herself in 

the crosshairs of immigrant rights activists. She currently faces a lawsuit alleging her jail has held immigrants for 

unconstitutionally long periods of time even after they received bond. 

But recently, she has become better known for the harsh public denunciation she received from Gov. Gmg, 

Abbott, who wrote her a letter saying that what he viewed as lacking enforcement of federal immigration policy 

posed a "serious danger to Texans." 

Abbott's letter came after Valdez told reporters in October she would review federal detainers placed on 

inmates in her jail on a case-by-case basis and would not hold immigrants arrested for minor crimes for up to 

48 hours for ICE officers. 

Her comments seemed to mirror ICE's changed focus on the most serious immigrant criminals - but before 

she had a chance to clarify, Abbott blasted her stance and threatened to cut off grants to any sheriff's office 

choosing to not abide by federal immigration detainers. 

Valdez said late last year that her statement was taken out of context. 

"What I said was, when there's a disagreement (over whether a jail inmate was undocumented or not) we look 
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at it case-by-case," Valdez told the Tribune in December. "But in this whole time we haven't had a disagreement 

... The feds and I are great. ICE and I are fine." 

This story is part of The Texas Tribune's yearlong Bordering on Insecurity project. 

Becca Aaronson contributed data analysis and reporting to this story. 

Correction: A previous version of this story incorrectly stated the percentage of the Texas prison population that 

is undocumented. The correct number is 4. 6 percent. 
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Despite Opposition, Immigration Agency 
to Expand Fingerprint Program 
By JUIJA PRESTON MAY 11, 2012 

Obama administration officials have announced that a contentious fingerprinting 

program to identify illegal immigrants will be extended across Massachusetts and 

New York next week, expanding federal enforcement efforts despite opposition from 

the governors and immigrant groups in those states. 

In blunt e-mails sent Tuesday to officials and the police in the two states, 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement officials said the program, Secure 

Communities, would be activated "in all remaining jurisdictions" this Tuesday. 

Last June, Gov. Deval Patrick of Massachusetts declined to sign an agreement 

with the immigration agency to expand Secure Communities beyond a pilot program 

in the Boston area since 2006. Gov. Andrew Cuomo of New York said he wanted to 

suspend the program, which had already been initiated in a number of counties. 

Opponents argued that it was an overly wide dragnet that was deporting many 

illegal immigrants with no criminal histories who were arrested for minor offenses 

and that it encouraged racial profiling and eroded trust in law enforcement among 

immigrants. 

Governors Patrick and Cuomo are Democrats and close allies of President 
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Obama. They made the uncomfortable choice to challenge him on a centerpiece of 

his immigration policy because of pressure from immigrant and Latino 

organizations and some local law enforcement officials. The mayor of Boston, 

Thomas Menino, also a Democrat, became an especially outspoken critic. 

The governors were caught in a tangle of confusion about states' role in the 

program that officials from the immigration agency, known as ICE, have since 

acknowledged they created. After Secure Communities was formally started in 2008, 

ICE officials gave many states the understanding that participation was voluntary. 

Last year, officials at the agency said they had determined that they did not 

require consent from states to start the program. Citing antiterrorism legislation that 

Congress passed in 2002, the officials canceled agreements they had signed in 40 

states and said they would extend the program nationwide by 2013. 

Under Secure Communities, fingerprints of anyone booked by the local or state 

police are sent through the F.B.I. to be checked in databases of the Department of 

Homeland Security which include immigration records. If there is a match, officials 

at the immigration agency decide whether to issue a detainer, asking the police to 

hold the person to be picked up by federal agents. 

ICE officials said that they made changes to respond to state officials' concerns 

and to focus the program on deporting serious criminals. 

They said they revised the detainers to clarify that suspected illegal immigrants 

could be held for only 48 hours. They provided civil rights training for the police in 

places where the program was started, officials said. 

A recent change in arrest procedures would decrease detentions of illegal 

immigrants stopped for speeding or driving without a license, the officials said. 

"Secure Communities has proven to be the single most valuable tool in allowing 

the agency to eliminate the ad hoc approach of the past and focus on criminal aliens 

and repeat immigration law violators," Barbara Gonzalez, a spokeswoman for ICE, 

said Friday. 

ICE officials said they had spoken with officials in New York and Massachusetts, 
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but did not consult on when to expand the program. 

"At the end of the day, this is a federal program," a Department of Homeland 

Security official said. ''We have to make our own decisions based on our law 

enforcement operational needs." 

Both governors had measured reactions to the news that the administration had 

taken a politically fraught decision off their hands. 

In New York, a spokesman for Mr. Cuomo said he remained opposed to the 

program. "We are monitoring the situation," the spokesman said. 

In Massachusetts, after a young motorcyclist was killed last fall in an accident 

that the police said was caused by an illegal immigrant driving drunk, Governor 

Patrick came under fire from county sheriffs and state lawmakers for blocking the 

program. 

On Thursday, Mr. Patrick minimized the practical effect of the program's 

expansion, saying the state already shares arrest information with federal 

authorities. He said changes in the program had addressed some of his concerns. 

But, he added, "It is very important to me that people not see this as a license to 

profile." 

In an interview Friday, Mayor Menino said he remained staunchly opposed. 

"It's dangerous to target immigrants when you are trying to build a community," he 

said. "The information gets put into a computer and sent to Washington and the 

wrong person gets deported. 

"I want to make this city work," he said, "and to have the feds come in and tell 

me you have to do this or to do that is just wrong." 

Kirk Semple contributed reporting. 

A version of this article appears in print on May 12, 2012, on page A10 of the New Yor1<: edition with the 
headline: Despite Opposition, Immigration Agency to Expand Fingerprint Program. 

© 2016 The New York Times Company 
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61912016 Police use of federal - .. to ID illegal immig-ants- arresls raises profiling coocerns 
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Police use of federal databases to ID illegal immigrants after 
arrests raises profiling concerns 

Published: 25 July 2010 02:39AM 

Updated: 18 January 2011 08:10PM 

Arizona's law aimed at removing illegal immigrants has grabbed headlines, but quietly this year the number of 

cities and counties nationwide joining a federal program targeting illegal immigrants convicted of serious crimes 

has more than doubled. 

More than half of Texas counties are now part of the program known as Secure Communities. The program 

relies on an FBI database and a fingerprint database of anyone who has had contact with federal immigration 

authorities. 

Dallas County was the second county in the nation to sign up for the U.S. Immigration and Customs 

Enforcement program. 

The program targets "the worst of the worst" and has taken criminals off the streets, ICE said. 

Critics say Secure Communities spreads racial profiling - an accusation the federal government denies. ICE 

officials say the use of fingerprints makes the effort colorblind. 

The use of Secure Communities has jumped as cities and counties balance conflicting political pressures. Some 

want to crack down on illegal immigrants. Others want illegal immigrants to report crimes or give witness 

statements without deportation fears. 

The growth of the program comes as Arizona plans to start enforcing its anti-illegal-immigration law Thursday

unless a court intervenes. 

Secure Communities seeks those charged with such crimes as murder, rape and drug offenses with a sentence 

of more than one year. But only 15 percent of those who've been targeted by the program have fallen into what 

it calls "Level 1" offenses, according to the federal government's criteria and its data in the program's first 18 

months of operation. 

About 35,000 people were identified nationally as charged or convicted of Level 1 offenses. And nearly 9,000 

nationally were deported with Level 1 convictions. 

In Dallas County, 886 immigrants were charged or convicted of Level 1 offenses, and 354 with Level 1 

convictions were deported. 

"We've processed for removal really bad guys that we have taken off the streets to keep the community safe," 

said Nuria T. Prendes, field office director for ICE's Office of Enforcement and Removal Operations in Dallas. 

In a case last August, the Dallas County Jail booked a Guatemala-born man and checked records through the 

htlp://www.dallasnews.can/reNs/canmll!ily-news/carnllltoo-farmers-brarx:h/headines/20100725-police-use-of-federal-dalabases-to-id-illegal-immig-ants-.J:.
1
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two federal databases. They found he'd been convicted already of aggravated assault with a deadly weapon. 

He also had previous arrests on drug possession and had been deported. ICE prosecuted him with a fresh 

criminal charge of re-entry into the U.S. 

Checking fingerprints 

Under the program, fingerprints at a jail booking are linked simultaneously to a federal criminal history database 

of the Justice Department and a Homeland Security Department database. The check determines whether an 

arrested person has ever had contact with immigration officials. The Homeland Security's database now 

contains more than 100 million fingerprints. 

Not all of those identified under Secure Communities are illegal immigrants. The program has identified 

naturalized citizens and legal permanent residents. Legal residents can be deported if they are charged with 

some felonies. 

Critics say that the link to local law enforcement can allow for racial profiling. 

"They overlook that the program operates at the point of booking and arrest," said Sarahi Uribe, an organizer 

with the National Day Laborer Organizing Network. 

A police officer has only to arrest a person, and it can spin into a deportation, Uribe said. The ''vast majority" of 

people picked up have committed minor offenses, she said. 

Her organization sued ICE earlier this year to get more information on the program's scope and its arrests. 

Secure Communities is marketed as a "kinder, gentler" approach to tougher immigration enforcement, said 

Stephen Yale-Lower, a Cornell Law School professor of immigration law. 

But some critics argue that any fused efforts between local police and federal immigration agents undermine 

working relationships needed in immigrant communities by making illegal immigrants fearful of reporting crimes 

or acting as witnesses. 

Nearly a fifth of the population in the Dallas-Fort Worth area is foreign-born. In cities such as Dallas, Irving, 

Carrollton and Plano, it is nearly a quarter or more of the population. 

"Everyone's public safety is hurt when trust is replaced by fear," Uribe said. 

Secure Communities has helped ICE meet its target of increasing deportations to 400,000 this year, as outlined 

in a June memo on civil and criminal enforcement. 

But that increases the potential for due-process violations under the U.S. Constitution, said Jacki Esposito, 

policy coordinator for Detention Watch Network, an advocacy group for detained immigrants. 

"Secure Communities is a fast track to detention and deportation," she said. "And we have concern about 

people's due process in an expedited process." 

Over the 18-month period ending in April, Secure Communities identified about 24,000 U.S. citizens, according 

htlp://www.dallasnews.can/reNs/canmll!ily-news/carnllltoo-farmers-brarx:h/headines/20100725-police-use-of-federal-databases-to-id-illegal-immig-ants-.J:.
2
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to data supplied by ICE. 

ICE officials said most cases are believed to be naturalized immigrants who showed up in the Homeland 

Security fingerprint database. 

Ex. E 

Critics of the program say racial and ethnic profiling is a problem, but ICE officials say that doesn1 occur at the 

federal level, because only fingerprints are used in identifying criminal offenders . 

.,.We are not responsible for the local law enforcement agency, • said Prendes of ICE . .,.They do their job. We do 

our job.'' 

At Dallas County, which operates the nation's seventh-largest jail system, spokeswoman Kim Leach denied 

profiling problems. 

wwe don't go through and say, 'You need to flag this person or that person,' II Leach said. 

What's different 

Secure Communities differs from the ICE's 287(g) program, which takes its name from its placement in federal 

immigration law. Under that program, selected members of local law enforcement agencies, from jailers to 

detectives, are trained to enforce certain sections of federal immigration law. 

In North Texas, Carrollton and Farmers Branch have 287(g) pacts. 

In March, the inspector general of the Department of Homeland Security issued a report criticizing the 287(g) 

program and calling for additional oversight of such pacts by ICE. It also urged even closer review in areas 

where there has been a history of racial profiling. 

Secure Communities also differs from the ICE's Criminal Alien Program. Both programs target criminal aliens, 

and both programs are in use in Irving, where a third of the population is foreign-born and several protests, pro 

and con, were held over tougher enforcement by local police. 

Irving Mayor Herbert Gears defended Secure Communities, although he said that the Homeland Security 

database doesn1 identify every immigrant in the U.S. unlawfully . 

.,.It is certainly an appropriate addition to processes in our jail," Gears said. "It falls short of the criminal alien 

program. If you come in illegally and haven't been in the system, you won't be identified. • 

hllp://www.dallasnews.can/rw:ws/CtJmmlrity-newsl<ardfton..farmers-braldVheslinesl201~polit»US&ci-fedenll-oloo!al eses to-i~illegel-immitpd.s-J.:.33f3 
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Secure Communities: Mission 

Secure Communities is a eomprehensive 
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 
initiative to modernize the eriminal alien 
enforcement process. It supports public safety by 
strengthening efforts to identify and remove the 
most dangerous criminal aliens from the United 
States. Congress appropriated $1.4 billion to U.S. 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) for 
criminal alien enforcement efforts. 

Secure Communities is built on three pillars that 
address the frequent challenges associated with 
accurately identifying and successfuUy removing 
criminal aliens from the United States. 

IDENTIFY 
The Challenge: 

Arrestees often use aliases and furnish 
other false biographic data, which can make it 
difficult to properly determine their immigration 
status. Relying on this biographic data alone slows 
federal officials' ability to accurately and efficiently 
identify the immigration history of criminals booked 
into local custody, and on probation and parole. 

The Solution: 
Modernize Criminal Alien Identification 
Using Biometrics 

New technology being deployed across the country 
enables the criminal alien's fingerprints to be 
checked against DHS ' s biometric database. This 
technology and the use of biometrics helps to more 
accurately and efficiently confirm a suspect's identity 
because, unlike a name or date of birth, biometrics 
are almost impossible to forge. 

In Identify criminal aliens through g modernized information sharing 

Prioritize enforcement actions to 
ensure apprehension and removal of 
dangerous criminal aliens 

---~~ 

Transform criminal alien 
enforcement processes and systems to 
achieve lasting results 

ICE, along with the FBI and DHS's US-VISIT 
Program provide the technology to help local law 
enforcement agencies (LEAs) complete an 
integrated records check to determine both the 
criminal history and immigration status of individuals 
in their custody. 

A single submission of fingerprints as part of the 
normal criminal booking process automatically 
checks for information in both the Integrated 
Automated Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS) 
of the FBI's Criminal Justice Information Services 
(CTIS) Division and the Automated Biometric 
Identification System (IDENT) ofDHS's US-VISIT 
Program. 

The LEA continues to be notified when there is a 
positive identification within IAFIS. Now, both ICE 
and the LEA can be notified when a match occurs in 
IDENT. 

ICE evaluates each case to determine the individual's 
immigration status and communicate their findings to 
local law enforcement within a few hours. 

Secure Communities Fact Sheet- September 1, 2009 www.ICE.gov/Secure_Communities 

Secure Communities: Background, Process and Technology, Policy, Resources, Key Contacts 
For Official Use Only -Law E1!forcementSensitive/March 2010 
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PRIORITIZE 
The Challenge: 

The size, location, and characteristics of 
the nation's criminal alien population are based on 
estimates, making it difficult to strategically assess 
operational needs and deploy resources to identify 
and remove criminal aliens. 

The Solution: 
Prioritize Enforcement Actions 

Secure Communities is using a risk-based approach 
to prioritize enforcement actions involving criminal 
aliens. ICE is focusing efforts first and foremost on 
the most dangerous criminal aliens currently charged 
with, or previously convicted of, the most serious 
criminal offenses. ICE will give priority to those 
offenses including, crimes involving national 
security, homicide, kidnapping, assault, robbery, sex 
offenses, and narcotics violations carrying sentences 
of more than one year. 

By prioritizing the removal of the most dangerous 
criminals, Secure Communities enables ICE to 
heighten public safety while reducing disruption to 
communities and law-abiding immigrant families. 

Deployment Strategy: 

Beginning in October 2008, ICE prioritized 

deployment of biometric identification capability 

to high-risk jurisdictions. Continued deployment 

plans project nationwide coverage by 2013. For 

more information including current status and 

recent successes, please visit our website at: 

www.ICE.gov/Secure_ Communities 

TRANSFORM 
The Challenge: 

The deployment of biometric 
identification capability to more than 30,000 local 
jails and booking locations nationwide will 
dramatically increase the number of dangerous 
criminal aliens coming into ICE custody. That means 
ICE must boost its capabilities to arrest, process, 
detain, and ultimately remove aliens from the United 
States. Finding solutions to identity, locate, and 
detain criminal aliens currently considered at-large is 
a high priority. 

The Solution: 
Transfonn ICE Business Processes 
and Systems 

To meet these demands, ICE is working to optimize 
capacity by modernizing and expanding detention 
space, transportation resources, and staff. Automated 
systems and greater process efficiency will speed 
the removal of criminal aliens from the United States, 
reducing the amount of time they spend in ICE 
custody. Some of the modernization and process 
enhancements include: 

• Video teleconferencing to conduct 
interviews and immigration hearings 

• Computer technology to track the use of 
detention beds and transportation systems 

• Integrated case and detainee management 
systems 

• Working groups to address identifying, 
locating and detaining criminal aliens who 
are currently at-large 

These enhancements to the processes and systems 
ICE uses to manage its criminal alien caseload are 
designed to strengthen ICE capabilities to: 

• Assess future needs for detention beds, 
transportation, and staffing 

• Optimize ICE's overall operating efficiency 

Secure Communities Fact Sheet- September 1, 2009 www.ICE.gov/Secure_Communities 

Secure Communities: Background. Process and Technology, Policy, Resources, Key Contacts 

For Official Use Only - Law Enforcement Sensitive/March 2010 
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• Secure Communities is a program that relies on the sharing national 
and local immigration and law enforcement data through a 
technology and process called IAFIS/IDENT lnteroperability 

• IAFISI is FBI's fingerprint database (now IAFIS/NGI) 

• I DENT is Homeland Security's fingerprint database 

• Secure Communities' first goal is to identify all criminal aliens held 
in jails and prisons 

• The process works as follows 

• Local officers take and submit prints of all persons booked to the DPS 

• After being processed at DPS, prints will be checked automatically 
against IAFIS/NGI (FBI) and I DENT (DHS) for potential matches 

• ICE will take enforcement action on removable aliens being charged 
with or who have been previously convicted of a violent or major drug 

. 
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Immigration screening still used in Texas as other agencies 
withdraw 

More than 250 law enforcement agencies across the country have pulled back on a jail screening program for 

immigrants first piloted six years ago in Harris County, where it continues to be used despite nationwide criticism 

that it may be unconstitutional. 

Under the program, known as Secure Communities, jailers submit the fingerprints of everyone booked into jail 

to the Department of Homeland Security to run through a huge immigration database. Upon a match, 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement officials can file "detainer requests" with local law enforcement 

agencies, asking them to hold suspects in jail for up to 48 hours until they can be transferred to federal custody 

for deportation proceedings. 

The program has been ICE's signature immigration enforcement initiative, hailed as the "single best tool" to 

target dangerous criminals, turning local jails into tiny immigration outposts. Harris County has deported 24,161 

immigrants through Secure Communities since 2008, the largest number in the state, with the Houston region 

removing the fourth-most immigrants in the nation, according to ICE figures through August. 

It's been controversial since it was unveiled in 2008. Critics charge it unfairly targets Latinos and deports illegal 

immigrants caught for minor crimes rather than focusing ICE's limited resources on violent offenders. Still, it 

wasn't until a spate of court rulings this spring that agency after agency began either ignoring detainer requests 

for immigrants or restricting in which cases they would continue to hold suspects, pending transfer to federal 

authorities. 

Needs 'a fresh start' 

In March, the 3rd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Pennsylvania ruled that states and local agencies don't have 

to honor detainer requests because they don't amount to the probable cause required by the Constitution to 

keep someone in jail. In April a federal judge in Oregon ruled Clackamas County officials had illegally held a 

woman for 19 hours- even though she was otherwise eligible for release -while waiting for ICE agents to 

collect her. Other judges have followed suit, and in May Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson called the 

program "very controversial" and in need of "a fresh start." 

Bucking the nationwide trend is Texas, in which every county jail continues to comply with ICE detainer requests 

by holding suspects whose finderprints match the immigration database. Adrian Garcia, Harris County's first 

Hispanic sheriff who has pushed for immigration reform and is considered a mayoral front-runner to succeed 

Annise Parker next year, defended his agency's continued compliance with detainer requests. Because ICE 

operates within the jail, he said inmates are almost "instantaneously" transferred to the agency's custody, so 

there's little lag time between when they've been arraigned on their charges and are turned over to ICE. 

But across the country, states, cities and even Fulton County in conservative Georgia are limiting how and when 

they'll cooperate with ICE, with some choosing to ignore detainer requests all together. This month, New York 

City is poised to pass the country's most extensive legislation yet limiting the program. Under it, police and 

http://www.houstonchrooicle.can/~ton-texas/1100JstaYarticlellmmi!J'lllion-screening-still-used-in-T...,._as-5828422.php 
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prison officials could only honor ICE requests to hold a suspect for 48 hours if he or she has been convicted of 

a "violent or serious" crime and is the subject of a federal warrant. 

"Agencies fear they'll be liable for unconstitutional detention," said Lena Graber, an attorney specializing on the 

issue for the Immigrant Legal Resource Center, a nonprofit focused on immigrant rights. The center has tracked 

around 255 agencies that have restricted the use of detainers, while ICE tallied 157 through the end of August, 

though many have curtailed it in just the past few weeks. 

"In some cases," Graber said, "they're just seeing this as bad policy, because having local law enforcement be 

the gateway to deportation really undermines the community's relationship with police and the ability to report 

crimes." 

In a statement, ICE said the program remains necessary because it ensures "dangerous criminals" aren't 

released into communities and said it would continue enforcing its priorities of deporting "convicted criminals 

and other public safety threats. • 

But whether the program actually does that is a matter of debate. 

According to a 2011 University of California at Berkeley Law School analysis of a random sampling of federal 

data, just more than a quarter of those deported through Secure Communities were convicted of the most 

serious crimes such as aggravated felonies. But nearly the same amount faced only misdemeanors, including 

traffic offenses like driving drunk or with a suspended license. Another 40 percent weren't given a Secure 

Communities offense /eve/, suggesting they faced no charges other than being in the U.S. illegally. 

Facing widespread criticism, ICE has curtailed the scope of Secure Communities. In 2010, the agency 

announced it would focus on deporting immigrants who threaten public safety, return after having been 

deported, or are recent arrivals at the border. Since then, sheriff's office spokesman Alan Bernstein said the 

number of ICE detainers placed on Harris County inmates fell from about 1,000 to 300 a month. This year, he 

said an average of 25 people detained through Secure Communities have been deported each month. 

Crime data 

Overall, ICE data shows that 31 percent of all those deported through Harris County were convicted of the most 

serious crimes of aggravated felonies; 38 percent were convicted of misdemeanors. 

Garcia said many of those deported after being charged with a misdemeanor likely also faced an immigration 

crime such as re-entering after being previously removed. Such immigration crimes made up nearly one-fifth of 

all criminal deportations between 2003-2013, according to an analysis of federal data by the Migration Policy 

Institute, a nonprofit studying immigration policy. 

Harris County, Garcia said, rarely receives ICE detainers for people charged with the least serious offenses 

such as driving with a suspended license. Such Class C misdemeanors typically don't include jail time. 

After sheriff's officials noted with concern earlier this year that many deportees were charged with Class B 

misdemeanors such as marijuana possession and shoplifting, Garcia said he asked ICE for more information on 

the immigration history of deported inmates. 

http://www.houstonchrooicle.can/~ton.texas/1100JstaYarticlellmmi!J'lllion-screening-still-used-in. T...,..as-5828422.php 
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~WI18 tNnVII!onecnaradllllldln'1111a•llllllr~g~r~C~eewlltdi8W H 
According tD the report ICE Rnt Harris County, three-quarters of all thoH deported through the program f~ng 
the find: eight montt. of thill yuar Mel previoullly been removed. Of the remainder, many had either opted to 

leave the U.S. voluntarily and falacl to do so, or ignOilld a judge's order to return to court. More than half -re 

men younger than 35, and 85 peroent -re Mexican. 

Gan:ia Aid he'd be open to dill:u•ing limiting the twea of crimea for which the agency honors ICE delainera. 

But, he lidded, "ll'sllyilg to lind the right penspeclive on th011e alfen&e~~ that may not eound heinous and 

terrible but could be those things that could destroy a family, • &Uch as drunk driving, domestic violenoe, and 

untawl'ul)'canytna a we._,on, all mlsdemeenors. 

Still, Harrll County and TeXM may be ouUien~ln the matter, according to Muzall'ar Chlshll, dlrec:trJrofthe 

Migration Polley Institute's New York oftlce. 

While Secure Communities ha• become the "mott el'lecllve force multiplier" In Immigration enfoi'Clement, Chlshtl 
Aid, "the trend Ia cl6arly going In the dlrec!IDn of less compliance with detainer requ8BIB, and eventually the 

federal government will have to ad)lst Its polc:y to that. • 
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US•VISIT 
Keeping America's Doors Open and Our Nation Secure 

IDENT Data Response (IDR) 

Hom.eland 
Security 

Secure Communities: Removing Criminal Aliens from Communities through Biometric 
Information Sharing 

The Department of Homeland Security's (DHS) Secure Communities initiative identifies and removes 
criminal aliens from your community with minimal impact to your resources. 

As a part of Secure Communities, DHS and the FBI have made their respective fingerprint 
systems- Automated Biometric Identification System (IDEN1) and the Integrated Automated 
Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS)-interoperable, enabling local law enforcement to 
receive additional identity and limited biographic information about individuals they book. 
Participating local law enforcement will receive this information automatically when they submit 
fmgerprints to IAFIS via their State Identification Bureau (Sffi); no additional steps are required. 
This additional information, when available, may be used to verify the criminal's identity or 
reveal aliases. Note that identity information within IDENT is generally collected directly from 
the individual and is not verified. 

What's New? 
When participating local law enforcement agencies (LEAs) submit fingerprints to IAFIS through their 
SIB, the fmgerprints will also be searched against all IDENT data. The results of these searches will 
return the regular IAFIS response and up to two DHS responses-IDENT Data Response (IDR) and, if 
there is a match within IDENT, an Immigration Alien Response (JAR). IDENT integrates immigration 
and border management information collected by U.S. Customs and Border Protection, Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement (ICE), U.S. Coast Guard, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, and the 
Department of State, among other sources. 

If the submitted fingerprints do not result in a match to an IDENT record, LEAs will receive their IAFIS 
response as well as an IDR that says ''No Match". However, if the fingerprints submitted result in a 
match to an IDENT record, LEAs will receive their IAFIS response and a combined IDRIIAR routed 
through their sm. 

IDR: Identity information-name, date of birth, place of birth, gender, system record locator, or 
Encounter ID (EID), and photo if available from the five most recent encounters within IDENT, if 
available. The IDR does not contain immigration status information, nor can the information be 
interpreted as derogatory. Most IDENT records are from legitimate immigration encounters, such as 
entry into the country or a visa application. 

Secure Communities: Background, Process and Technology, Policy, Resources, Key Contacts 

For Official Use Only -Law Enforcement Sensitive/March 2010 
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Sample IDENT Data Response (IDR) 

2 0751DENT Data Response 

Statement on -Disclosure of Visa Records } 
This rec.ord is being s. ent for identification purposes only It does . l o!iiji!..Qi 
not convey the indiviuuals 1mmigration status and is not an 
immigration detainer 

------ Mateh ------

System Record Locator EID = 303:26 ,...._ ----
NAME= DOE,JOHN JOSEPH } 
DOB = 19841204 
POB =XXX 
SEX=M 
Photo Attilched 

IDE NT Encounter Data 

IAR: Immigration information, including immigration status. The IAR is not a detainer. 

DHS responses contain Personally Identifiable Information (PII), including photographs, and must be 
treated as confidential and handled according to DHS privacy procedures*. At this time the only 
authorized use for IDRs is for criminal bookings by state or local law enforcement. No civil searches, 
such as background checks for employment (including law enforcement) are permitted. 

Behind the Scenes of an IDENT Mateh 
When fingerprints submitted by a LEA match an IDENT record, an IDR indicating the match is 
forwarded to FBI's Criminal Justice Information Services (CrrS) Division. FBI errs Division then 
populates and forwards an Immigration Alien Query (IAQ) to the ICE Law Enforcement Support Center 
(LESC). The LESC prepares and sends its response, in the fonn of an IAR, to FBI errs Division and 
ICE's Detention and Removal Office (DRO). FBI CJIS Division sends a second response containing 
only the IDRJIAR to the Sffi in the form of an SRE, which forwards them to the submitting LEA. 

The DRO will contact the LEA to interview a subject, if necessary, and, if appropriate, lodge a detainer 
with the LEA. 

Guidelines for handling IDR information 

An IDR should not be considered a derogatory response for an !DENT encounter. Many !DENT 
encounters reflect non-derogatory encounters such as: 

D Visa applications 
D Entry at a Point of Entry (POE) 
D Immigration benefit application 

The information in an IDR, including photographs, is Personally Identifiable Infonnation (PIT) and must 
be treated as confidential and handled according to DHS privacy procedures*. 

Note: DHS does not guarantee the accuracy of the information that is returned in the IDR, as most DHS 
information is collected directly from the individual enrolled in !DENT. 

Secure Communities: Background, Process and Technology, Policy, Resourr:es, Key Contacts 
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Questions? 
If you have questions about IDRs, please contact your local ICE office for more information. Be 
prepared to provide the Encounter Identification (EID) number when you call for assistance. Continue to 
direct questions about IAFIS responses to the FBI CJIS Division. 

*As someone who receives datafrom DHS, it is your responsibility to protect information that has been 
entrusted to you. This includes PII. An important part of this duty is to exercise due care and ensure that 
you properly use, protect, and dispose of all forms of PI/. Do not share, disclose, or use this information 
outside of scope for which you have received this data Specific guidance for handling PI!, and the 
handling of incidents of disclosure can be found on the DHS website for Privacy: www.dhs.gov/privacy 
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